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Message from Managing 
Director:

Our Company was founded in Al Ain in 2018 and its principal
activity is construction of various sorts and Investment in PPP.

A glance through the pages of this document will, prima facie,
depict that BUZZTOP INVESTMENT– SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
L.L.C. Company is not only a Company involved in building
complex structures but also reckon the long-standing
association with its bonfire customers which is imperative to
the success and growth of the organization.

We at BUZZTOP INVESTMENT, employ professionals who have
composure and rich experience in the industry to meticulously
build the structures to our clients utmost satisfaction is a
challenge to the albeit, over the years, we have accomplished
several projects, we never felt complacent for our Company
believes that each new project, regardless of the magnitude, It
is our earnest desire to receive your continued, valuable
patronage to facilitate us to offer our incomparable senesces
best in the industry for your impending projects. That is our
vision.

With the fast-changing environment, we commit ourselves to
continuous development and change. We face the future with
confidence and high-spirited strength, and we welcome
challenges and opportunities ahead.

Suhail Al.Mheiri
Managing Director



BUZZTOP Alliance Companies:

Owing to the long-term relationship between BUZZTOP INVESTMENT –
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP L.L.C. the founder of and the Following companies:-

Al Baddad Holdings Abu Dhabi Precast L.L.C.
Drivu.
Others

All the above companies will provide the full cooperation and support to
BUZZTOP INVESTMENT – SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP L.L.C. to support its ability
to be one of the best Precast companies in the construction industry.

Association of BUZZTOP INVESTMENT – SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP L.L.C. and
these companies has resulted in more economic solutions in the field of
Investment and Operation Investment.



Vision, Mission Statement
& Core Values:

BUZZTOP Vision:

Providing new, modern and innovative city
infrastructure ideas that will benefit the society,
country, and businesses encompassing
everything into one successful and exemplary
entity.

BUZZTOP Mission :

Our mission is to introduce the entire nation
with exciting and revolutionary infrastructure
ideas applicable to both suburban and city
areas that will significantly improve the quality
of life.

BUZZTOP Core Values:

Originality: All our ideas are unique and premiered to the UAE 
government.
Innovations: We work hard to solve every day’s convenient issues by 
taking care of every social life segment.
Creativity: We are inspired to improve aesthetics of the city and the 
lifestyle of its citizens.
Responsibility: Our every idea is focused on environmental principles, 
which is why they are mostly about making cities more efficient and 
effective.
Cooperativeness: We encourage cooperative arrangements such as 
private-public interactions through advertisements.



Business concept
Bus stops, traffic lights, car wash joints, public toilets, and viewpoints are
excellent opportunities to add style to cities…

With a brand-new approach to the public infrastructure concept, Buzztop
offers unprecedented privileges. Convenience and accessibility are essential
to attract public usage. As the look, feel and services available became more
advanced, happy people will be compelled to increasingly use public
amenities.

The aim of the presented concept is to introduce an upgraded designated
place with a more futuristic and compact design and to offer more than just a
mere service. A Buzztop’s innovative city infrastructure accommodates easy
access drive through, coffee, fast food, express markets, an Estidama
compliant system, latest technology led display for advertisements, tourist
transit network and tourist information desk, a bank ATM machine, vending
machines, and an air condition area.

Besides the visible benefits to the entire society, Buzzstop’s ideas are a way to
enhance the city’s scenic beauty. A city infrastructure with the new design
has the potential to improve a neighborhood’s landscape. Constructing many
compact and attractive bus stops, traffic lights, car wash joints, public toilets,
and viewpoints around the city can transform the grandeur of the city.

Our approach enables us to work with others. We operate on Build–operate–
transfer (BOT) or build–own–operate–transfer (BOOT) and utilize the Public-
Private Partnership (PPP), model. As such, our unique business plan is capable
of working with governments and funding bodies across regions.



Our Family & Work Force:

BUZZTOP is continuously growing and hiring more people who are experts in
their own field. These are professional engineers with mixed discipline and
skilled personnel seasoned and exposed for several years in the construction
industry as follows:-
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Company Commercial License:

Proud of we are member in



Successfully 
Running Projects 







Other Investments Opportunities 

Drone Surveillance System TRAFFIC LIGHTS INVESTMENTS

Infinitum Viewpoint


